
China Mobile Group, 
China

As the leading mobile service provider in mainland China, the China Mobile 
Group boasts the world's largest mobile network in terms of geographical 
coverage, and the world's largest mobile customer base, with over 781 
million end-users. In the XingJiang province, in the north-western part of the 
country, the operator needed a fixed broadband wireless network to transfer 
securely and reliably its business customers' sensitive data. 

The operator approached InfiNet's regional partner in this part of the country, 
XingJiang YingBao, to design  and deploy a solution that would meet both its 
current and future requirements, and allow it to deliver the highest 
performance and throughput possible, compared to other systems already 
deployed in the country. 

YingBao demonstrated InfiNet's capabilities by providing a highly secure 
network that was robust and reliable, as well as guaranteeing ultimate peace 
of mind to China Mobile's customer-base. The cost-effective solution from 
InfiNet included both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint high 
performance wireless units.

Fan Jinzhu, the Network Monitoring & Maintenance Centre Deputy Manager 
for China Mobile, commented on the deployment by saying: “We are 
extremely impressed with the quality of InfiNet's solutions which provide us 
with a network that has become the envy of our competitors. We can now 
provide our end customers with the high performance and reliability they 
require and expect from us to stay ahead in their respective market sectors. 
The support from YingBao and InfiNet's local team has also been excellent.”

InfiNet brings mobile connectivity alive

Requirements: 
џ Wireless backhaul links for 

carrying sensitive business 
data securely

џ High capacity 
џ Cost-effective

Solution: 
џ PTP R5000-Mmx deployed 

for the backbone layer
џ PTMP R5000-Omxb and 

R5000-Smn subscriber 
terminals deployed for the 
access layer

Benefits: 
џ Highly secure and reliable 

solution
џ High capacity network with 

very low latency
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